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Preface
Disclaimer
As Navico is continuously improving this website (https://www.biobasemaps.com/), we
retain the right to make changes to the website at any time which may not be reflected in
this version of the manual.
NAVICO HOLDING AS AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES, BRANCHES, AND AFFILIATES DISCLAIM ALL
LIABILITY FOR ANY USE OF THIS WEBSITE IN A WAY THAT MAY CAUSE ACCIDENTS, DAMAGE,
OR THAT MAY VIOLATE THE LAW. IN NO EVENT WILL NAVICO BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OR
DAMAGE INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS OR
DAMAGE, OR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE WHATSOEVER ARISING FROM LOSS OF DATA OR
PROFITS ARISING OUT OF, OR IN CONNECTION WITH, THE USE OF THIS WEBSITE.
Navico is not liable to you for any indirect, exemplary, consequential, incidental or punitive
damages, including lost profits, related to use of this report even if Navico has been advised
of the possibility of such damages. The gathering party shall be solely responsible for their
own user uploads, manual data point inserts, ancillary research data and submissions, and
the consequences of posting or publishing them.

Warning: Maps output from BioBase are not for navigational purposes.
Navico merely provides the BioBase website to process, interpret and warehouse the data
and takes no responsibility of the same. Products or services offered using the BioBase
website are solely created and controlled by the provider of services. Assessments and
recommendations based on interpreted data is not a service offered by Navico. It is up to you
or your consultant to make an independent assessment and/or recommendation using data
from BioBase. Through this website you are able to link to other websites which may not be
under the control of Navico. Navico has no control over the nature, content, and availability
of those sites. The inclusion of any links does not necessarily imply a recommendation or
endorse the views expressed within them.
Ú Note: By using BioBase, you hereby agree to be bound by the Terms and Conditions
available on the BioBase website.
This manual represents the website as at the time of publishing. Navico Holding AS and its
subsidiaries, branches, and affiliates reserve the right to make changes to the website
without notice.
Governing language
This statement, any instruction manuals, user guides, and other information relating to the
product (Documentation) may be translated to, or has been translated from, another
language (Translation). In the event of any conflict between any Translations of the
Documentation, the English language version of the Documentation will be the official
version of the Documentation.
Legal disputes
Any disputes shall be construed according to the laws of the State of Oklahoma, U.S.A. In the
event that this agreement is breached, any and all disputes must be settled in a court of
competent jurisdiction in the State of Oklahoma.

Trademarks
®Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off, and ™ common law marks. Visit www.navico.com/intellectualproperty to review the global trademark rights and accreditations for Navico Holding AS and
other entities.
• Navico® is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.
• Lowrance® is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.
• SIMRAD® is a trademark of Kongsberg Maritime AS, Licensed to Navico Holding AS.
• C-MAP® is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.
• DownScan Imaging™ is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.
• ForwardScan® is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.
• Genesis® is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.
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• SD™ and microSD™ are trademarks of SD-3C, LLC.
• StructureScan® is a trademark of Navico Holding AS.

Copyright
Copyright © 2021 Navico Holding AS.

About this manual
This manual is a reference guide for using the website.
Important text conventions
Important text that requires special attention from the reader is emphasized as follows:
Ú Note: Used to draw the reader’s attention to a comment or some important information.

Warning: Used when it is necessary to warn personnel that they should
proceed carefully to prevent risk of injury and/or damage to equipment/
personnel.
Manual version
The manual is continually updated to match website updates. The latest available manual
version can be downloaded from the website.
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Getting started
The BioBase EcoSound system
BioBase removes the time and labor required to create aquatic habitat maps. BioBase
EcoSound processes raw sonar/echosounder log files recorded using Lowrance and Simrad
Sonar/GPS capable Chartplotters.
Data collected while on the water is uploaded to an online account where it is processed
automatically by bottom detection algorithms on BioBase servers. We rely on automation to
make aquatic habitat mapping cost effective by reducing the technical skills, staff, and hours
needed to produce maps from raw sonar/echosounder and GPS collection.
With the human element gone, you get quantitative and repeatable mapping at near real
time. The result is uniform outputs that can be combined and crowd sourced for objective
aquatic resource decision making.

Biological significance of percent vegetation biovolume
A primary BioBase EcoSound output is maps of aquatic plant biovolume. Percent vegetation
biovolume (also known as Percent Volume Inhabited or PVI) represents the percent of the
water column occupied by plant matter at each GPS location (point features). Biovolume is
plant canopy height divided by water depth multiplied by 100 averaged over 5-30 pings
bound to each GPS location along a travelled path. Biovolume ranges from 0% (bare bottom)
to 100% (vegetation growth near the surface).
In addition to being visually intuitive, biovolume is an indicator of recreation nuisance
conditions (e.g., surface growth), changes due to invasive species introductions (which
typically grow closer to the surface than native species), and fish habitat conditions.
Numerous research studies have demonstrated that fish feeding success and prey availability
depends on how many visual barriers are present in the water column. Some biovolume is
needed to support prey communities and water quality (50% is a good rule of thumb), but
too much (>80%) can promote overly abundant and stunted fish communities and create
recreational nuisances. EcoSound produces a visually intuitive biovolume map and data that
can help manage lakes for multiple uses.
For researchers interested in estimating aquatic plant variables of a known volumetric
dimension for ecosystem models, plant height and water depth data can be exported to
Geographic Information Systems (software) for estimation of the total volume of water in
cubic meters in which plants grow.

The BioBase website
The BioBase EcoSound system can be accessed from the BioBase website:
• https://www.biobasemaps.com/
Ú Note: It is recommended to use the following web browsers to ensure decent
performance and compatibility:
• Google Chrome (latest version)
• Mozilla Firefox (latest version)
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A

Social Map
Used to access the C-MAP Genesis social map.

B

Solutions
Used to view information about the different BioBase solutions and services.

C

Support Resources
Used to view BioBase FAQs, video tutorials, and user manuals.

D

Plans
Used to access the inquiry form. Non-BioBase subscribers can use the request
form to find out more about subscribing to BioBase.

E

Blog
Used to view recent blog posts about BioBase.

F

Sign In
Used to sign in to the BioBase dashboard.
Ú Note: Used by BioBase subscribers with username and password.

G

Sign Up
Used to create a BioBase account.

H

Log Into Demo
Used to log in to the BioBase demo dashboard.
Ú Note: The demo dashboard can be accessed without BioBase username and
password.

Geostatistical interpolation description
Kriging
The fact that surveys cannot provide 100% lake coverage, EcoSound utilizes a geostatistical
procedure called kriging that analyzes various spatial properties of the data and models and
their relationships. These models are used to predict vegetation biovolume at unsampled
locations and create a uniform map. Kriging creates a smooth surface and actual data points
may be slightly higher or lower than estimated values. Lake vegetation changes constantly
throughout the year, so smoothing out peaks and valleys is important.
Furthermore, the fluid properties of water subject to wind, waves, and currents create a
sampling environment where repeatability of survey results in less than a 1 m2 area is
unrealistic in most circumstances.
Consequently, we employ kriging as a statistically robust way to characterize the general
nature of the bottom during the sampling trip. Users can increase the accuracy of output
maps by driving slower and travelling along closely spaced transects. In these cases, actual
depth and vegetation values in sampled locations will be preserved in the output grid. As
neighbor points become more distant or variable, smoothing will increase.
To minimize interpolation error, by default, map outputs are not generated past 25 m of your
track. Users can either collect more data in these “blanked” areas or increase the buffer by
editing your trip in BioBase. For more information, refer to the Trip reprocessing section or the
Merge trips section described in this manual.
The default kriged vegetation heat map has been tested in a variety of cases and should
produce a robust snapshot of biovolume. However, researchers may want to have a closer
look at the spatial relationships of the data and do their own modeling. This can be done by
exporting the comma delimited point data along their GPS track from EcoSound and then
import it into any third-party GIS or statistical software.

Creating and activating an account
Use the registration form found on the BioBase website to create an account. Your BioBase
username and password will work across all C-MAP, Lowrance, Simrad, and B&G applications.
Once you have completed the registration, a confirmation will be sent to your registered
email address. Follow the instructions in the email to activate your account.
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Logging on to the BioBase dashboard
Once your account has been activated, you will be able to log on to the BioBase website.
When logged on, your dashboard will be displayed. Items available on your dashboard varies
depending on your subscription.
Ú Note: If you cannot remember your registered email address, contact the BioBase
customer service.

Updating the account information
Your contact information can be accessed from the My Account page. This includes a
number of preferences, including processing preferences, measurement units, sharing data,
and notifications. Review these preferences and update according to your requirements.

Subscribing to BioBase plans
You will need a subscription to use BioBase. When logged on, you'll find an overview of the
pricing plans on the Subscription page. The Subscription page can be accessed by selecting
the Purchase a subscription button available in the My Account page.
If you any have questions about the available subscription plans, contact
sales.biobase@navico.com.

8
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Setting up auto-renewal of plans
Set up a recurring payment to handle your subscriptions and other payments that occur on a
fixed schedule.
Ú Note: You can cancel the auto-renewal at any time without having to pay extra fees.
When cancelling the auto-renewal, your account will not be deactivated.

Activating the Herbicide prescription tool
Activate the Herbicide Prescription Tool available on the My Account page to receive tips on
how to control unwanted vegetation and handle other aquatic management situations in
your selected areas. It also provides insight to the cost and effectiveness of various treatment
options.

Ordering GIS services
To order a custom GIS map, fill out the GIS order form and send it to
sales.biobase@navico.com. The GIS order form can be downloaded from the GIS Services
page on the BioBase website.

When the order is completed, you can pay for the map on the GIS service purchase page.
The GIS service purchase page can be accessed by selecting the Submit Payment for Services
button available on the My Account page.

Processing preferences
Users can set preferences for how they would like their sonar log initially processed (e.g.,
depth offsets, sonar channel for vegetation mapping, buffer extent, etc). The defaults are
robust and optimized based on previous user experience. Novice users should not have to
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adjust these settings in order to get a good map output. However, survey conditions and
approach are highly variable and settings may need to be adjusted by the user to get the
best possible map output.

Sonar channel for vegetation
Users can select the option to process either the downscan (455 or 800 kHz) channel or
primary (200 kHz) for vegetation (the previous EcoSound only processed 200 kHz Primary).
Both channels have performed well in preliminary tests but the outcomes appear highly
dependent on local conditions (depth, water clarity, vegetation type and density). We
recommend users run their own tests to determine which one performs best for the
environments in which they are working.

Buffer and Grid Cell
Select a buffer that controls how much of the map output is interpolated or extrapolated.
Select the grid cell (minimum mapping unit) that defines the minimum resolution of any
particular point on the map. If you are mapping small ponds with dense transect spacing, 1m
grid cells are appropriate. Mapping large lakes with wide transects, consider larger grid cells
and buffers.
Ú Note: Buffer settings are always in metric. Prior to deviating from the default 25-m buffer
and 5-m grid cells, we recommend users consult this blog or other hydrographic
mapping resources about best mapping/interpolation practices.

Depth Offset
Insert an offset that will be added (positive number) or subtracted (negative number) from
individual depth measurements for every uploaded trip automatically. Vegetation height will
be lowered if the new depth is shallower than the vegetation but vegetation height (e.g.,
negative depth offset) will not be lengthened if a positive offset is put in place. This setting
will be used most often for users who have a transducer that is a fixed depth below the
surface.

10
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Vegetation Biovolume Detection Threshold
This setting controls the minimum length of a plant (expressed in biovolume as a decimal)
that could be detected by EcoSound algorithms. Note that in deeper waters 1% represents
taller plants than shallow waters. This setting is an important control against bottom debris
erroneously being detected as vegetation. Often the algorithms do not know what is debris
and what is vegetation. Now, users can control this setting. EcoSound processing will set the
final vegetation coordinate value to zero for points where vegetation is preliminarily
determined to be less than this amount.

Ú Note: Interpolation can generate smaller values than the minimum detection threshold
because it makes predictions on a neighborhood of values (e.g., 5% bv surrounded by
0% bv will result in values less than 5% for a grid cell even if the user setting is 0.05).
Minimum and Maximum Depth for Vegetation
As the depth gets shallow (e.g., less than 1 m), the target separation between the transducer
and the bottom becomes quite narrow and difficult for the algorithms to confidently
separate noise from bottom and plant characteristics in these high energy environments.
Users can set the depth at which any vegetation or bottom hardness points shallower will
automatically be discarded. In contrast, in deep areas, sometimes thermoclines or insect
emergence can be mistaken for deep growing vegetation. As such, users can now set a
maximum depth of plant detection whereby any points that are interpreted as vegetation
deeper than this threshold will be converted to biovolume values equal to zero.

Apply global settings or customize settings on an individual basis
Users also have the ability to apply these global settings or customize their settings on an
individual basis for a specific trip or merge of interest.
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Ú Note: Reprocessing of the raw sonar log is required if a different sonar channel selected.
After 90 days of the upload date, sonar logs are archived and the ability to reprocess with
a different sonar channel is no longer available to the end user. Contact BioBase support
if you have special reprocessing requests

Device registration
When you’re logged on to your BioBase account, you will find a Plotters button on your
dashboard. Use the button to add your device. You will need to enter the device name, serial
number, content ID number, and the model.
By registering your Lowrance or Simrad MFDs to your BioBase account, you will be able to
export the processed maps from BioBase. The exported maps can be used as charts on your
Lowrance or Simrad MFD to navigate to areas of interest. Refer to GPS Chart generation for
more details.
Ú Note: Registering to BioBase will not register your device to the Brand app.

EcoSound organizations
Multiple members of an organization can see and interact with each others trips and merges.
Members cannot control what content is shared with other members of the organization.
Edit privileges are granted for the trip owner or Data Manager. All other privileges are View
Only, with an ability to merge trips and create polygons with other member trips.
Contact C-MAP to designate the Data Manager for your organization.
Trips shared into an organization are listed in the EcoSound Organizations tab. The tab is
available in your dashboard.

EcoSat surveys
EcoSat is a satellite imagery processing service not covered in this manual. However, if you
have EcoSat surveys, they are listed in the EcoSat Surveys tab. The tab is available in your
dashboard.

12
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Survey pre-planning
Minimum and maximum scale of interest and transect
spacing
The recommended spacing and design of EcoSound transects depend on four primary
factors:
• Size of the waterbody of interest.
• Output of primary interest (bathymetry, vegetation, bottom hardness).
• Time and labor resources available for data collection.
• Primary scale of interest (e.g., resolving plant abundance in front of lakeshore properties
vs. a bird’s eye view of the overall condition of plant growth in the lake).

Whole-lake surveys in small lakes (fewer than 500 acres)
If an overall snapshot of plant growth in a small lake is the primary objective, then we
recommend that transects cover the entire waterbody and should be separated by no more
than 40 m (130 ft). By default, EcoSound buffers a 50 m area around travelled paths and
creates a contiguous grid of 5 m grid cells within the buffered area. Thus, a full lake map will
be created if transects are spaced 40 m a part and are spread across the entire lake.
Based on research findings in multiple fields of study, predictions up to a resolution of 1/10th
the transect spacing (i.e., 1/5th on either side of adjacent transects) should be relatively
robust. Thus, the default EcoSound resolution of 5 m should be sufficient for most lake survey
applications. Closer spacing of transects will increase the confidence in map predictions in
not sampled locations.
It is important to keep in mind the difference between interpolation and extrapolation.
Kriging will extrapolate outside of your trip path as well as interpolate; thus, users should
keep this in mind, especially when trying to type nearshore environments less than 2.4 feet
(the shallow limit for vegetation typing by EcoSound). If the last travelled transect near shore
had surface growth of plants, then the shore parallel to the track will display red even if in
truth, there were no plants growing in these locations. To more accurately display nearshore
vegetation, the user should add manual vegetation coordinates.

Whole-lake surveys in large lakes (greater than 500 acres)
Users who desire to sample a very large area, but have limited resources to cover areas as
intensively as recommended in small lakes, can adjust the buffer area and grid cell resolution
according to survey objectives and the 1/5th rule (e.g., a survey with 100-m spaced transects
would be buffered 50-m on each side and gridded at a 10-m grid cell resolution). Refer to the
Trip reprocessing section and the Merge trips section described in this manual.
If the area mapped is large and homogeneous, users can increase travel speed up to a
maximum of 8.5 knots (10 mph) and still get all three EcoSound map layers (Depth,
Vegetation, and Composition). Savings gained by travelling faster (while still maintaining
good signal) can be applied to making transects as close as possible. EcoSound will map
depth as long as there is a good signal. However, EcoSound caps depth mapping at precisely
17 knots (20 mph), vegetation detection at 8.5 knots (10 mph), and bottom hardness at 8.5
knots (10 mph).

Local area of interest surveys
Some users may desire to focus surveys in a small area of a lake or reservoir and may require
higher precision in specific areas of interest (e.g., microhabitat areas, treatment or
experimental areas). In these cases, users should tighten transect spacing or slow their boat
speed to achieve the desired survey resolution. EcoSound produces map outputs only over
areas the user covers.
For maximum resolution, users can change the trip buffer to 5 m and thus create 1 m grid
cell estimates of data attributes. Starting and stopping files deliberately at sites of interest and
renaming them with descriptive titles will create the most organized file management
structure. Refer to the Trip reprocessing section and the Merge trips section described in this
manual.
Survey pre-planning | BioBase EcoSound User Manual
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Transect design for depth mapping and smooth contour
generation
To generate optimal bathymetric maps, users should design transects parallel to shore and
record data along a concentric path starting at close to shore and working their way inward
to the middle of the water body.
Example of concentric circle transect design
The image below is an example of a concentric circle transect design for optimal bathymetric
sampling in a storm water retention ponds.

Example of a trip to a narrow thalweg or deep channel
The image below shows a red line depicting the direction of travel needed to smoothly map
riverbed channels. Efforts should be made to travel parallel to any narrow thalweg or deep
channel.

Transect design for aquatic vegetation mapping
For optimum mapping of the extent and cover of aquatic vegetation biovolume, users
should record data along transects perpendicular to the longest shoreline. This design
ensures that the maximum depth of aquatic vegetation growth (which is an important
ecological parameter) is precisely mapped, thus enabling monitoring change of the zone of
plant growth (i.e., the littoral zone) over time.
Example transect design and processed vegetation % biovolume heat map
The image below is an example of a transect design and processed vegetation % biovolume
heat map). In this example, vegetation does not grow much deeper than 6 m (19.7 ft).

14
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Aquatic vegetation mapping along transects
When you choose to collect aquatic plant biovolume data along predetermined transects,
the resulting vegetation biovolume heat map is visually informative but based mostly on
extrapolation.
Ensure to use the resulting grid data with caution. Rather use the coordinate point data
along the track/transect generated in the EcoSound summary reports as these are likely
more robust.
Ú Note: The transect application is popular on large lakes where complete area coverage is
not feasible or passively logging sonar/echosounder data while collecting other data
(e.g. vegetation sampling).
Example of blanked output along tracks
The yellow dot on the image below is an example of a blanked output along tracks where
data do not meet minimum detection requirements (too shallow).

Ú Note: In this case, the vegetation tab will not generate any report and a notification is
displayed.
Example of a trip blanking
The image below is an example of a map with gaps resulting into trip blanking.
The track or map buffer can be adjusted (default is 25 m) if your tracks are spaced by more
than 50 m and you want to see a complete, non-blanked map. Any increase in the buffer will
also increase the grid cell size by a proportional amount such that the resultant map
becomes more smoothed or generalized with increases in buffer distance.
Ú Note: Decrease the buffer where you have high transect density and would like the
highest resolution possible (min is 5 m which creates 1m grid cells). This may be
desirable when mapping small ponds.
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Example of aquatic vegetation mapping along pre-determined transects
The biovolume heat map from these surveys is visually informative but is largely data
extrapolation.
Ú Note: Provided that there is a consistent spacing of data points along the transect, you
must use point data (not grid) for your data summaries and analysis.

Full coverage aquatic vegetation mapping
Full coverage mapping in specific survey areas or whole lakes/bays is the most conventional
application with EcoSound. If you need a full lake map for a very large lake, you can travel
relatively fast with wide spaced transects and use a large buffer. This will give you a high-level
overview of your area of interest. If you have local-scale questions, you can drive slow over
narrowly spaced transects and select a narrow buffer. Both designs will generate robust grid
statistics at the appropriate scale but you should exercise caution when using data collected
at a coarse level to answer local scale questions (e.g., inferring invasive aquatic plant
abundance in front of a property from a map with 300 m spaced transects that weren’t close
to the property of interest). Contrary to transect mapping, you should generally use the grid
data and statistics for analysis and summaries because data dispersion along full coverage
surveys is often unbalanced and statistics could be biased. For instance, if you idled in surface
growing plants while sampling aquatic plants but travelled quickly over barren areas while
logging, your coverage and biovolume statistics will be biased high.

Transect design for bottom hardness (composition)
mapping
Like aquatic vegetation mapping, users should travel perpendicular to the longest shore or
perpendicular to slopes to generate the best bottom hardness maps. Steep slopes present a
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challenge for bottom typing because the acoustic beam is intercepted at an angle. A soft
bottom will typically be generated if the user records data parallel to a steep slope even if the
slope is actually hard. Accurate bottom hardness readings on slopes require a perpendicular
recording path.
Example of a patch of hard bottom surrounded by softer overlying muck
The image shown below is a patch of hard bottom surrounded by softer overlying muck.
Notice the double echo near the bottom of the sonar/echosounder image. The orange dot
on the chart represents the location of the sonar/echosounder recording. Further, notice the
more concentrated GPS trip path over the hard bottom features.

Creating and uploading survey transects and points to
Lowrance/Simrad MFDs
ESRI’s ArcGIS and other open source GIS software (e.g., QGIS, Google Earth) have multiple
options for creating uniform or random survey points or transect shapefiles. Typically, these
are add-on extensions that can be searched and loaded from user forums (e.g., “Fishnet” for
ArcGIS).
Shapefiles can be converted to GPS eXchange format files (.gpx) using a range of free thirdparty platforms. Save .gpx files to a memory card and insert the card into your Lowrance,
Simrad MFDs. In the file page, select the file from your card and import. The point shapefile or
transect will now be imported into your unit as a trail or waypoints. Although many thirdparty options exist for executing surveys, BioBase offers only limited support for third-party
software platforms.

Other Notes on transect design
One of the primary strengths of the kriging process in EcoSound is that it takes irregularly
spaced data points and creates a smooth GIS raster map based on the geostatistical
properties of the input data. This allows apples-to-apples comparisons of multiple surveys
that covered the same general area, but vary in their transect design and precise location.
The following considerations may be of use to users planning to survey a waterbody:
• If known, areas of high bottom or plant complexity should be sampled more
intensivelythan gently sloping or homogeneous areas.
• Often, shallow areas of lakes are more complex than deep areas. Therefore,
narrowertransect spacing is recommended in shallow areas than in deep areas.
• Gently weaving in and out while travelling parallel to shore along changing slopesallows
the algorithm to better pattern depth and reduce bottom loss in shallowdensely
vegetated habitats.
• In most environments, we recommend users employ a variety of transect designs
(e.g.,perpendicular and parallel to shore, concentric circles) where possible to account
forthe various ways bottom topography and plant growth varies within a lake. Usersshould
experiment with different designs and merges and go with the design thatproduces the
best output for their needs.
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Recording, Uploading, and Processing
Recording a sonar/echosounder log
Ú Note: Monitor the sonar image at different speeds with the same frequency. If you
consistently experience poor signal, stop data logging and investigate potential causes.
BioBase EcoSound algorithms are designed to handle periodic losses of signal due to
water column noise interference, but will not generate outputs where there are long
stretches of undecipherable signal (e.g., when you see a blank screen or flashing zero
depth).

Transducer installation
It is important that your transducer is installed correctly. Incorrect installation of the
transducer will affect signal and prevent you from gathering accurate data.
For optimum depth and vegetation detection, transducers should be in direct contact with
the water. However, some thru-hull transducers may give robust depth readings on bottoms
with no vegetation.
After the transducer is installed, take note of the depth of the transducer below the water
surface. This depth (usually about 12-18 inches) can be used to adjust the entire set of the
bottom depth and vegetation biovolume data after initial processing in BioBase EcoSound. A
positive offset will increase the overall depth of the contours and volume calculations when
the correct transducer depth is applied. Refer to Data offset for more details.

GPS
Ensure the GPS antenna is placed and configured correctly to have an accurate signal.
Most Lowrance and Simrad MFDs have an accurate internal GPS antenna. Always ensure that
WAAS (or EGNOS for Europe) is enabled prior to logging data. GPS receivers typically have an
accuracy of approximately 5 meters. However, actual accuracy along travelled paths is
typically better than this conservative estimate because heading can be incorporated into
the position estimation. You can gauge qualitative accuracy by examining the smoothness
and placement of your trip path. You can be assured you have a highly accurate signal if your
trip path is smooth and precisely falls within known boundaries (e.g., a shoreline or a marina).
Ú Note: You can also buy an external WAAS/EGNOS enabled GPS receiver antenna to
mount in unobstructed areas of your survey vessel or directly above the transducer. This
is critical for accurately lining up sonar signals with GPS position.

Recording specifications
Supported log file formats
The following are the supported log file formats. The log file formats can be set from your
Lowrance or Simrad MFDs.
• *.slg
• *.sl2
• *.sl3
Ú Note: BioBase is only able to view traditional sonar/echosounder and DownScan images.
When your log file format includes StructureScan data, the SideScan image will not be
available in the BioBase trip viewer.
Settings
Below are the settings you need to set from the sonar/echosounder panel menu of your
Lowrance or Simrad MFDs.
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Frequency

200 kHz and/or 455 or 800 kHz (Downscan)

Range

Auto (variable depth lakes); 2x max depth
(shallow lakes)

Surface clarity

OFF

| BioBase EcoSound User Manual

Noise rejection

Low

Mode

Shallow water (for vegetation detection)

Ping speed

10-20 pings per second
Ú Note: Increasing the ping speed will
increase resolution but will also greatly
increase the file size. Users should not
see a large difference in outputs with a
ping speed of 10 pps.

Maximum depth
The maximum depth you can get depends on the sonar module output power and the
connected transducer. Check the technical specifications of your connected transducer.
Minimum depth
The table below shows the tested minimum depth that can demonstrate accurate bottom
tracking using the 200 kHz frequency. The signal can usually detect the bottom even in
dense vegetation beds, although, extremely dense vegetation canopies can extinguish
acoustic signals and periodically give false bottom readings.
Bathymetry
Vegetation detection (default)
Composition (default)

1.1 feet (0.33 m)
2.4 feet (0.73 m)

Maximum speed
For homogeneous bottoms, users can travel at a relatively high rate of speed and still get
very accurate map results. However, excessive speed in areas of complex bottom topography
or vegetation may result in a poor-quality map. In complex bottom or shallow vegetated
areas speeds should generally not exceed 6 mph.
Bathymetry

20 mph

Vegetation detection

10 mph

Composition

10 mph

For higher accuracy and precision where bottom environments are highly variable, it is
recommended to have a slow speed (< 3 mph) and intensify the coverage of bottom areas
with complex topography, paying special attention to carefully mapping navigational
hazards (e.g., rocks, shallow shoals).
Ú Note: Slow your speed when you see hard-looking areas on your sonar/echosounder
screen and do multiple passes in multiple directions to clearly delineate the edges of
rock outcroppings, deltas, or mucky depressions. Bottom hardness data will not be
generated in areas where vegetation biovolume exceeds 60%.
Plant length detection threshold
The default plant length detection threshold is 5% of the water depth.
Recommended recording length
The recommended maximum record length is 1 hour or 500 MB, whichever is reached first.
The maximum file size on Lowrance and Simrad devices is 2 GB, after which the recording
will automatically stop and not restart.
Ú Note: Multiple files can be combined by the merging trips in BioBase.

Start recording a sonar/echosounder log
Make sure that the sonar/echosounder settings are according to specifications in this chapter
before starting to log.
For instruction on how to start a recording, refer to the documentation for your MFD or
sonar/echosounder unit.
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When you start a recording, a dialog is displayed. In most circumstances, the default logging
criteria are sufficient. For smaller file sizes, you may want to choose the .sl2 file format.
Due to limited internal storage it is recommended that logs are saved to a memory card.

Uploading a sonar/echosounder log
The log files can be uploaded to your account by using the web upload tool or the desktop
upload tool.

Ú Note: Be mindful of your PC’s power settings when running large unattended uploads.
Sleep or Hibernation may terminate queued or in progress uploads.
Ú Note: For Windows users, disable automatic Windows updates when uploading as it
terminates the process if the update automatically restarts the PC.
Ú Note: Upload speeds of 1 megabit per second or less may be insufficient to successfully
upload a sonar log. The desktop client tool may perform better than the web upload
over slow internet upload speeds.
When uploaded, your dashboard will display a notification indicating the newly uploaded
files are being processed. When processed, an email will be sent to your registered email
address indicating the files are viewable on your account.
You can upload an unlimited number of files at a time. The upload time varies depending on
the file size and on the internet upload speed.

Web Upload tool
Use the Web upload button to upload your log files to your BioBase account. The Web
upload button is available on your dashboard.
Ú Note: It is recommended to use the following web browsers to ensure decent
performance and compatibility:
• Google Chrome (latest version)
• Mozilla Firefox (latest version)
• Microsoft Edge (latest version)

Warning: Internet Explorer is not a supported browser for BioBase.
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Desktop upload tool
Ú Note: The desktop upload tool is for Windows users only.
Ensure the upload tool has been installed and you have the necessary security exceptions
from your IT department.
Use the Desktop upload tool button to download the installer. The Desktop upload tool
button is available on your dashboard.
After installing, a shortcut icon will be available on your desktop. Use the icon to open the
Desktop upload tool.

The Desktop upload tool will automatically compress your files and saving it on a temporary
directory on your PC prior to uploading.
Ú Note: Ensure your hard drive has adequate space to store these temporary files to avoid
upload errors.

Quality control
Every upload file is reviewed by trained staff to ensure the acoustic signal and outputs meet
certain minimum standards. Quality control (QC) staff will review sonar/echosounder logs
and communicate potential transducer installation problems that may affect the overall map
quality.
Typically, any trip uploaded to BioBase will be reviewed by Quality control staff within 24
business hours. Provided you have opted in to receive processing notifications, email will be
sent to your registered email address containing the quality control status and comments of
your uploaded trip.
Ú Note: Non-reviewed trips should be considered “provisional”. It is not recommended to
edit or merge your trips if the QC staff have not reviewed your trips.
Reporting an issue
Use the Ask the Experts button available in the BioBase trip viewer if you want to report any
issue or ask any questions about your selected trip. The response will be sent to your
registered email address.
Ú Note: You may find relevant answers to your questions in the Support resources page
and Blog page.
Waterbody boundary issues
Quality control team updates shoreline boundaries according to the latest Bing imagery. If
the boundary of your map is not accurate (e.g. due to outdated or poor imagery), contact the
BioBase support team. Use the Ask the Experts button to request a change to the boundary.
This can be done relatively quickly and the trips and reports will be automatically
reprocessed by QC staff.
Ú Note: Updates will only be applied to the selected log file.
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Processing sonar/echosounder log files
When the log files are processed, you will receive a confirmation email—unless you have
opted out of email notifications in your account preferences—and your uploaded log files
will be available in your dashboard. The uploaded log files are listed in the EcoSound Trips
tab.
When you select the Analyze/Edit button, the selected log file will be processed and the
BioBase trip viewer is displayed. For more information, refer to the BioBase trip viewer section
described in this manual.

Generating the Vegetation Analysis report
The Vegetation Analysis report displays the Ecosound data summary reports that are relevant
to the selected trip in BioBase.
The Vegetation Analysis report can be generated by selecting the View report (HTML) button.
The button is available in the:
• Dashboard
• BioBase trip viewer
For more information, refer to "Vegetation Analysis Report" on page 22.

Downloading the EcoSound summary reports
You can download the selected EcoSound summary report as static HTML by selecting the
Download report button. The button is available in the:
• Dashboard
• BioBase trip viewer

Vegetation Analysis Report
The Vegetation Analysis Report summarizes a detailed information about the processed trip
in BioBase.
General information of the processed trip
Use the Report link button to update the Vegetation Anlaysis Report of the selected trip in
BioBase.
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Survey summary
The breakdown of how biovolume is distributed throughout the waterbody is presented in
the report. For instance, if 75% of the data points were biovolume greater than 80%, then
most vegetation was dense and near the water surface.

Full survey
Point Point summaries represent basic statistical summaries on
the coordinate points along the trip path. A single point
represents a summary of sonar/echosounder pings and
the derived bottom and canopy depths. Individual point
data create an irregular spaced dataset that may have
overlaps and/or gaps in the data resulting in an increased
potential for error.
Ú Note: For linear transects travelled at a constant rate
of speed, statistical summaries of the point data are
preferred to the grid.
Grid Grid summaries are statistical summaries derived from
kriging and are most appropriate for whole lake surveys,
irregular trip paths (e.g., merged trips), clumped
coordinate data, or variation in data collection protocols
of repeated surveys. Geostatistical interpolated grid and
evenly spaced values representing kriged (smoothed)
output of aggregated data points. The gridded data is
most accurate summary of individual survey areas.
Biovolume (plant) or BVp Biovolume (plant) or BVp is the average percent
biovolume within a surveyed area where vegetation was
present. Areas that do not have any vegetation are not
taken into consideration for this calculation.
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Biovolume (water) or BVw Biovolume (water) or BVw is percent biovolume in the
entire surveyed area including areas with no vegetation.
In areas where no vegetation exists, a zero (0) value is
entered into the calculation. This will reduce the overall
biovolume of the entire area covered by the survey.
Vegetation biovolume heat
map

Displays the transect design and the percentage amount
of the vegetation biovolume heat map.

Biovolume distribution
scatter chart

Displays the scatter chart of biovolume as a function of
depth.
Ú Note: Red dots represents vegetation.

Manual vegetation coordinates
Indicates the percentage biovolume of the associated GPS coordinate data.
Biovolume analysis by quantity
Indicates the percentage amount of the vegetation biovolume on a given quantity.
Biovolume analysis by depth
Indicates the percentage amount of the vegetation biovolume on a specific depth. Standard
deviations (SD) are also presented which give an indication of how variable vegetation
growth was within the surveyed area.
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Waypoint data layer

Displays a chart with waypoints and a list of its associated GPS coordinate data.
Glossary
Displays the list of terms and definitions used in the EcoSound summary report.
Additional waypoints
Displays a chart with manually added waypoints and a list of its associated GPS coordinate
data.
Offsets
Displays a list of manually added offset depth used in the calculation.
Report URL
You can share the EcoSound summary report to anyone by distributing the web link. Anyone
who has the web link will be able to view the report.
To ensure you have the correct web link, refresh the page by clicking the report link button.
The button is available on the upper right side of the EcoSound summary report page. Copy
the web link from the address bar and send it using your email or any messaging system.
Ú Note: You can also copy the web link from the report URL. The report URL is displayed at
the bottom of the EcoSound summary report page.
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4

The BioBase trip viewer
The BioBase trip viewer displays an interactive view of reports processed by BioBase
EcoSound.

A

Waterbody name
A name assigned to the bodies of water where the trip has been recorded. The
waterbody name is automatically displayed according to the names displayed in
Bing Maps. If there is no name displayed, or it is wrong, then the user should use
the "Ask the Experts" button to send the proper name of the lake or pond.

B

Report buttons
• View report – used to generate the EcoSound summary report as static html
stored on BioBase servers. This link can be shared with others and recipients will
not have access to any other content in the senders BioBase account..
• Download report – used to download the HTML EcoSound summary report.
For more information, refer to the Processing sonar/echosounder log files section
described in this manual.
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C

Trip list
If you have more uploaded log files in your account, you can directly select the log
file from the list under the waterbody to display the trip in the BioBase trip viewer.

D

Ask the Experts
Used to report any issue or ask any questions about a selected trip. Refer to
Quality control section described in this manual.

E

Home (house) icon
Used to access your BioBase dashboard.

F

Track
Displays the track with bathymetry as the default overlay.

G

Layers
Includes buttons used to manage the displayed overlays. Refer to Managing the
displayed overlays section described in this manual.

H

Tools button
Used to access the toolbar. Displays the list of options used to manage the
processed data.

I

Sonar tab
Displays the georeferenced sonar/echosounder image.

J

Polygons tab
Used to access the GIS Polygon tool.

K

Waypoints tab
Used to access the Waypoint upload tool.
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L

Manual offset
Displays the number of manually added offset depth used in the calculation.

M

Primary tab
Displays the traditional sonar/echosounder image.

N

Overlay
A processing preference that allows the user to overlay vegetation height (green)
and depth (red - downscan or blue - primary) on the top of the sonar image. The
overlay will only show on the channel processed for vegetation.

O

DownScan tab
Displays the available DownScan image.

P

Depth tab
Indicates the depth of the associated GPS coordinate data.

Q

Vegetation tab
Indicates the percentage biovolume of the associated GPS coordinate data.

R

Composition tab
Indicates the bottom hardness of the associated GPS coordinate data.

S

Modify coordinates
Select a range of coordinates for each layer to delete, or delete and replace with
user-specified values. Press and hold Shift then click and drag a box around a track
to bulk delete all coordinates along the track.

T

Notifications area
Displays any notifications that may not require acknowledgment. It is
recommended to pay attention to the importance and occurrence of the
notifications.

Selecting a log file
If you have more uploaded log files in your account, the available log files are listed in the
Trip selector. Select the log file from the list to display the trip in the BioBase trip viewer.

Managing the displayed overlays
Displaying chart overlays
You can select a chart overlay to be displayed in BioBase. The available chart overlays are
listed in the Layers dialog. The dialog is accessed by selecting the Layers button found in the
BioBase trip viewer.
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Contour overlay (Bathymetry)
Select Contours from the Layers dialog to apply the bathymetry overlay.

Vegetation overlay (Biovolume heat mapping)
Select Vegetation from the Layers dialog to view the vegetation/biovolume heat mapping.
Vegetation overlay shows the plant height data that is rendered as the average proportion of
plant height to water depth (% biovolume) in a collection of pings for a GPS coordinate point
(typically 5 to 30 signals per GPS point and GPS point every second).

Use the legend below to determine the differences between the colors presented in the
biovolume heat mapping:
Colors

Representations
Red

Signals are automatically interpreted as
surface aquatic plant growth (e.g. biovolume
= 100%)

Blue

If aquatic plant length for a collection of
pings is less than 5% on average, then this is
within the margin of detection error and
biovolume is set to zero by default.

Green/yellow

28

Represent intermediate subsurface
vegetation growth.
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Ú Note: If the signal does not meet certain minimum requirements (e.g., too shallow or
fast), a map output will not be produced and no data will be highlighted in the attribute
table for the layer of interest (often the case if you travel for long periods of depths < 2.4
ft)

Composition overlay (Bottom hardness)
Select Composition from the Layers dialog to apply the composition overlay.

This overlay shows the bottom hardness map. Like vegetation, bottom hardness typing is
more difficult on steep slopes than relatively flat bottoms. Confidence in bottom hardness
classifications increases if you travel parallel along steeply sloping areas. Often bottom
hardness is patchy, and the best maps are generated when the speed is slow.
The bottom hardness data generated is on a relative but continuous scale within a specific
range. Soft bottoms include muck or loose silt or sand. Hard bottoms are compacted sand,
gravel, and rock.
Hardness

Range
Soft

0 - 0.25

Medium

0.25 - 0.4

Hard

0.4 - 0.5

Showing/hiding the track
Tracks are a graphical presentation of the historical path of your vessel. It allows you to
retrace where your boat has travelled.
You can show/hide the track by selecting the Track button. The button is available in the
BioBase trip viewer.
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Hiding chart overlays
Use the Clear button to hide the overlays shown on the chart. The Clear button is available in
the BioBase trip viewer. You can select to hide selected or all overlays applied on the chart.

Accessing the Toolbar
The Toolbar can be accessed by clicking the Tools button available in the BioBase trip viewer.
The Toolbar is used to manage the processed data associated to the uploaded trip in
BioBase.
Refer to "The toolbar" on page 41 for more information.

The Sonar tab
The georeferenced sonar/echosounder image displayed in the BioBase trip viewer is based
on the log file you selected. The image displayed is matched with the trip path and the
precise area on the sonar/echosounder log where the data were derived.
Trip replay
When you select an area on the displayed sonar/echosounder image, it is presented with a
vertical line (A). This line is positioned according to the location of the orange dot displayed
on the track (B).

Selecting an image to display
You can change the views between different sonar/echosounder images available in the
Sonar tab. The available image views are depending on the selected trip.
Ú Note: BioBase is only able to view traditional sonar/echosounder and DownScan images.
When your log file format includes SideScan data, the SideScan image will not be
available in the BioBase trip viewer.
• Primary
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By default, the primary or the traditional sonar/echosounder image available on the
selected trip is displayed in the Sonar tab.
Ú Note: The merged trips will not have any sonar/echosounder image associated to it.
• DownScan
The DownScan image will be viewable if the selected log file has a DownScan data
associated to it.
The image shown below is an example of a DownScan image associated to a selected trip.
Notice the high detail of plant images and fish targets at the edge of the vegetation bed.

The Polygon tab
Select the Polygon tab from the BioBase trip viewer to view the GIS Polygon tool. GIS
polygon tool allows you to trace areas of interest on the map and generate area analysis and
statistics.
These statistics include area, depth and water volume statistics, as well as aquatic vegetation
cover and biovolume statistics.
The GIS Polygon tool also allows you to generate SePRO aquatic herbicide prescriptions if
you have the appropriate subscriptions in your account. To subscribe, refer to Activating the
Herbicide tool section described in this manual or contact your SePRO representative.
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Creating a polygon
You can create a new polygon or assign the same polygon to multiple trips that can be
accessed by all users in an organization.
To create a polygon on the map, use the Create new polygon button found in the Polygon
tab. Click on the map to set a polygon vertex and double click to set the last vertex and close
the polygon.

Saving a polygon
the Polygon tab to generate the polygon area analysis and statistics data. Polygons are
grouped by waterbody.
When the polygon is calculated and applied to the selected trip, you can review the polygon
area analysis and statistics data listed on the Analysis Polygon Metadata table. These data are
based on kriging interpolated raster grid values.
Ú Note: Once a polygon is saved, it cannot be edited.
Ú Note: Polygon "templates" that intersect a waterbody are saved in that particular
waterbody and available for all members in an organization who have a BioBase account.
If a polygon does not intersect a waterbody (e.g., an "orphan" polygon) the template will
be listed in all waterbodies in a users account. Polygon templates are not automatically
"applied" to all trips, and thus if a user wishes to apply a previously created template to a
new trip or merge they must select the "save" icon to generate the statistics

Saving the analysis polygon metadata
You can save the polygon area analysis and statistics data listed on the Analysis Polygon
Metadata table simply by selecting the save icon in the Polygon metadata region and
pasting into a spreadsheet.
Deleting a polygon
Ú Note: Only polygon owners or Organization Data Managers can delete polygons.
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To delete a polygon, select the polygon and click the Delete button found beside the
polygon name. Deleting a polygon from a selected trip will also delete the polygon from
other associated trips.
Ú Note: Once a polygon is deleted, it cannot be undone.
Ú Note: Polygon statistic generation requires a background application to run and can
sometimes take minutes to complete depending on lake size and amount of data in the
trip/merge. You can only create and analyze one polygon at a time. If many users are
using the feature at the same time, you may need to wait to save. Watch the alerts in the
upper right part of your screen and click the Save icon periodically until the service is
available.
Exporting a polygon
You can export any polygon as a GIS shapefile associated to the selected trip. To export, use
the Download Analysis Polygons button. The button is available when you click the Export
Selected Polygons button found in the Polygon tab.

The exported polygon contains shapefiles and other polygon area analysis and statistics data
associated to the selected trip.
The shapefiles can be uploaded and analyzed in any GIS software that supports the *.shp
format. The shapefiles can also be converted to *.gpx trails that can be used in your
Lowrance/Simrad MFD
Ú Note: C-MAP does not offer user support for various file conversions.
Reusing existing polygon
You can reuse any existing polygons listed in the Template Polygons. Any available polygon
in the list may be a system generated or created by someone else.
To reuse an existing polygon, select the polygon from the list and click the Apply and
Calculate button found beside the polygon name. The polygon will then be calculated and
applied to your selected trip.
• Example 1: The image shown below is an example of how the polygon GIS tool is used
around a hypothetical area targeted for treatment with aquatic herbicides.
Care was taken not to include extrapolated areas outside of the track because submersed
vegetation growth between the boat track (red line) and shore was not verified during the
data collection.
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• Example 2: The image shown below is an example of a polygon statistics from an area
where only a small proportion of the trip was sampled.
You should interpret generated statistics in cases like these with extreme caution because
statistics are based on only a very small sampled area and may not be representative of
the remaining polygon area.

The Waypoints tab
Select the Waypoints tab from the BioBase trip viewer to view the Waypoint upload tool. The
Waypoint upload tool allows you to manage the selected trip by manually adjusting
coordinates or adding additional details where data collection was not possible.

A Upload waypoint button
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B Download waypoint button
C Delete all waypoint button

Adding new waypoints manually
When the selected trip is displayed in the BioBase trip viewer, you can add up to 1, 000
waypoints to any position on the track.
To manually add a new waypoint, right click the preferred position and select Add Waypoint.

To update the changes made to your trip, you must reprocess the trip. Refer to the Trip
Reprocessing section described in this manual.
Saving a waypoint
Once you marked your waypoint, the Create New Waypoint dialog is displayed. You must
enter the waypoint ID and comments before saving the waypoint. Once saved, the manually
added waypoints is listed in the Waypoints tab.
Ú Note: The waypoint will not be saved if you leave the waypoint ID field empty.
Uploading existing waypoints
Use the Upload waypoint button found in the Waypoint tab to upload an existing waypoint
coordinates to your selected trip in the BioBase trip viewer.
To update the changes made to your trip, you must reprocess the trip. Refer to the Trip
Reprocessing section described in this manual.
Uploading a *.gpx file
You can upload a GPS coordinates (*.gpx) file that is generated from your Lowrance or
Simrad MFDs to your selected trip in the BioBase trip viewer.
Ú Note: If you have a large number or size of trails in the downloaded .gpx file from your
Lowrance device, you may encounter upload issues. We recommend deleting the trails
from the .gpx file prior to uploading to BioBase.
Uploading a *.csv file
You can upload a spreadsheet (*.csv) containing a list of waypoints to your selected trip in
the BioBase trip viewer. The *.csv file is only valid if the following requirements are met:
• File contains columns headers in the first row.
• File contains commas to separate columns.
• File does not contain pipe characters ("|").
• File contains the required columns with the following named headers:
- Latitude
- Longitude
- ID
- Date
• Format of the "date" field is UTC and formatted as:
- MM/dd/yyyy
- MM/dd/yyyy HH.mm.ss
Latitude and Longitude fields are in WGS84 decimal degree (i.e. 47.27203721 or
-98.373820272).
• File contains a maximum of eight columns (i.e. the four required columns plus a maximum
of four additional columns).
• The order of the coulmns does not matter as long as the required columns are properly
named and present.
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The image below is an example of a *.csv spreadsheet:

Downloading waypoints
You can download your waypoints added in the selected trip. Use the Download waypoint
button found in the Waypoint tab to download the waypoints into *.gpx format.
Ú Note: The GPS coordinates listed on the file can be used in your Lowrance or Simrad
MFD.
Deleting waypoints
To delete a waypoint, double click the waypoint icon on the track and select Delete
waypoint.

To delete all waypoints added in the trip, use the Delete all waypoint button found in the
Waypoint tab.
To update the changes made to your trip, you must reprocess the trip. Refer to the Trip
Reprocessing section described in this manual.
Below is an example of a selected trip in the BioBase trip viewer that has multiple waypoints.

Adding manual depth values
This is an important feature when mapping large areas too shallow for sonar to return a
reliable signal. Right-click an area of the BioBase map to add a manual depth value.
Add the value to the tenth decimal place. Use the sonar log and checkboxes to estimate
depth in the absence of values taken from the field. The map will need to be reprocessed in
order to update the bluescale map with the data.
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The Depth tab
The processed depth coordinate point data associated to the trip selected in the BioBase trip
viewer are listed in the Depth tab (not available for merges).
When you select a row in the Depth tab, it is highlighted with color yellow (A). The
highlighted row is positioned according to the location of the yellow dot displayed on the
track (B) and the appropriate position in the sonar imagery (C).
Ú Note: All positions are linked/synced.

Deleting bathymetry/contours
For various reasons, a user may need to delete erroneous data and create an updated map.
You can delete selected or multiple ranges of depth data.
To delete a selected data range, tick on the checkboxes and click the Delete Selected
Coordinates button.
To delete a large/multiple data range, click the Modify Coordinates button found above the
table tabs.
By clicking the button, a dialog box is displayed. Use the dialog to specify the range of data
you want to delete and/or replace with different values of depth or vegetation. You cannot
modify the values of the composition data (delete only).
To update the changes made to your trip, you must reprocess the trip. Refer to the Trip
Reprocessing section described in this manual.
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Ú Note: You must reprocess the selected trip to apply the changes made to your map and
update the associated EcoSound summary report.
Ú Note: You can sort table rows by clicking on the header. A browser refresh resorts by
Reference No. (e.g., trip starting location).

The Vegetation tab
The vegetation biovolume data associated to the trip selected in the BioBase trip viewer are
listed in the Vegetation tab.
When you select a row in the Vegetation tab, it is highlighted with color yellow (A). The
highlighted row is positioned according to the location of the orange dot displayed on the
track (B) and the appropriate position in the sonar imagery (C).

Adding manual vegetation biovolume quantity
Sometimes, you may encounter large areas that are less than 2.4 feet deep or where the
vegetation is too dense to navigate. In this case, you can add manual vegetation biovolume
quantity to regular or merged trips.
By default, a 25 m buffer will be applied to manual vegetation coordinates and you will have
to add enough to fill in areas of concern.
To manually add a vegetation biovolume quantity to an unmapped areas, right click the
preferred position and select Add Vegetation.

When the vegetation map and standard report are reprocessed, the points will be
incorporated into the map and summary reports.
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Saving a vegetation
Once you marked the vegetation, the Add Vegetation coordinate dialog is displayed. You
must enter the percentage biovolume on the dialog before saving it. Once saved, the
manually added vegetation quantity is listed in the Vegetation tab.
Ú Note: The estimated and manual vegetation coordinates only affect the vegetation layer
and vegetation statistics.
To update the changes made to your trip, you must reprocess the trip. Refer to the Trip
Reprocessing section described in this manual.
Deleting a vegetation
Review and delete errors in the automated vegetation detection listed in the Vegetation tab.
You can delete selected or multiple ranges of vegetation data.
To delete a vegetation, double click the vegetation icon on your trip and select Remove
Vegetation Entry.

To delete a selected data range, tick on the checkboxes and click the Delete Selected
Coordinates button.
To delete a large/multiple data range, click the Delete Data Range button found in the
Vegetation tab. By clicking the button, the Delete Vegetation Data Coordinates dialog is
displayed. Use the dialog to specify the range of data you want to delete.
To update the changes made to your trip, you must reprocess the trip. Refer to the Trip
Reprocessing section described in this manual.
The image shown below is an example of an area on the trip where manual biovolume
quantity is added.

The Composition tab
The composition/bottom hardness data associated to the trip selected in the BioBase trip
viewer are listed in the Composition tab.
Use the tab to determine the softness or hardness of a selected area.
When you select a row in the Composition tab, it is highlighted with color yellow (A). The
highlighted row is positioned according to the location of the orange dot displayed on the
track (B) and the appropriate position in the sonar imagery (C).
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The toolbar
Ú Note: This section includes description for tools and settings that are used to manage
the processed data. For account settings or sonar upload settings, refer to the relevant
chapters.

Description and keywords
Used to add descriptions, tags, and other notes related to the selected trip displayed in the
BioBase trip viewer.

Data Offsets
Used to manually add a data offset to be used in the calculation.
Data offsets are a critical part of maintaining highly accurate bathymetric and vegetation
data. An offset can be used for anything from correcting for the depth of the transducer
below the water's surface to identifying depth based on a high or low water mark.
Ú Note: Data offsets are always applied to the original data and each time a value is
adjusted,the trip is queued for reprocessing.
Manual depth offsets
Bathymetric and biovolume outputs can be adjusted to defined depths. These adjustments
may vary from offsetting outputs to the depth of the transducer or to adjust outputs to a
standard or simulated water elevation.
For example, some users may want to set outputs to a standard ordinary high water mark or
pool elevation. Establishing a benchmark water elevation and applying the appropriate
offsets to trips prior to merging is critical for trips that span time periods where water
elevation has changed significantly.
Ú Note: Offsets are applied uniformly to the entire file so if you are mapping in a non-tidal
system that changes elevation relatively rapidly, then we recommend saving short files,
applying the necessary offset, and then merging the multiple files.
Positive vs. negative offsets
Positive offsets will uniformly make depths deeper, while negative offsets will make depths
shallower. Simply add offsets to account for both the transducer and water elevation (e.g., if
your benchmark elevation is 1 ft lower than the depth on the trip date, but your transducer is
1 ft below the surface, then these values cancel each other out and no offset is needed).
Ú Note: Positive offsets will not “spill over” the banks of the shapefile boundary used in
themapping process.
Biovolume is also adjusted with offsets. For instance, biovolume will increase (i.e., the heat
map will get hotter) if a negative offset is applied (or if tide offsets bring the water elevation
down) because the plant length now occupies more of the water column. With a negative
offset, if the water depth decreases beyond the plant height, then biovolume will be 100%.
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With a positive offset, biovolume will always be less and thus be “cooler” in the biovolume
heat map. For example, a 1 ft positive offset will reduce a 100% biovolume reading in 2 ft to
66% (i.e., plant height in this case equals 2 ft and water depth now equals 3 ft). This same
offset applied to a 100% biovolume reading in six feet would result in an adjusted biovolume
of 86%. Consequently, this results in an arc-like pattern of maximum biovolume values in the
summary reports.
Ú Note: Offsets cannot be applied to merges and must be applied to individual trips prior
tobeing merged.
Automated tide offsets
One of the biggest challenges of mapping coastal habitats is their tidal influence with depths
changing harmonically based on the moon phase and other factors. Fortunately, however,
widespread tide stations and large public databases of tide predictions allow for accurate
and precise offsets to georeferenced and time-stamped sonar logs uploaded to EcoSound.
EcoSound immediately queries the nearest tide station to your upload (up to 75 km) and
adjusts your depth and seagrass or kelp biovolume to the Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW)
datum every 5 minutes.
Ú Note: When in a tidal estuary with a large and rapid tide there will be a lag depending
on the distance from the tide station and the characteristics of tide. In these cases, we
recommend removing the Tide Offset and applying an average tide offset manually to
the file based on local knowledge of the tide conditions at the site. Again, save files in
short "bursts" for maximum accuracy.
The tidal statistics are associated to the selected trip in the BioBase trip viewer and
summarized at the bottom of summary reports.
The image shown below is an example of a Data offset dialog that shows the automated tide
offset to Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) combined with a transducer depth offset on a
selected trip. In this instance, depths were decreased on average by 3.5 ft to represent the
state of habitat at MLLW tide.
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Trip reprocessing
After reviewing the initially processed data, there may be certain circumstances where you
will need to reprocess a modified data set. Data modifications may include the removal of
depth or vegetation data, the addition of manual vegetation biovolume data, access to
newly released features such as automated report revisions, or updating a merged trip if edits
are done on a component trip.To reprocess a modified data set, select the Trip Reprocessing
option found in the toolbar.
Ú Note: If something out of the ordinary appears with a trip or a merge (e.g., missing layers,
tools not functioning), a browser refresh and reauthentication, and then reprocessing
the trip if that didn't work are good frontline user troubleshooting steps.
Ú Note: The reprocessing of the data set a selected trip will not reread the sonar log file,
but rather reprocesses the processed values from the sonar log file that are stored in the
database,including those values that may have been removed, modified or added.
You can queue up different trips and an email will be sent to your registered email address
once the reprocess is completed. The time required to reprocess the data is generally shorter
than the initial process. However, processing times vary greatly based on trip size, waterbody
size and multiple other factors.
Track buffer
The track or map buffer can be adjusted (default is 25 m) if your tracks are spaced by more
than 50 m and you want to see a complete, non-blanked map. Any increase in the buffer will
also increase the grid cell size by a proportional amount such that the resultant map
becomes more smoothed or generalized with increases in buffer distance.
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Ú Note: Decrease the buffer where you have high transect density and would like the
highest resolution possible (min is 5 m which creates 1m grid cells). This may be
desirable when mapping small ponds.

(Contours on a track with 25 m buffer)

( Contours on a track with 100 m buffer)

Requesting for new data sets
Applying new features (e.g. data overlays and generating new EcoSound reports) to existing
sonar/echosounder files that is already in the system may require a complete reprocessing of
the existing file.
Contact the BioBase support team (info.biobase@navico.com) if you want to have any of your
trips reprocessed from scratch and get new features.

Merge trips
Multiple users in an organization can contribute data to a centralized account and trip data
can be merged to form a uniform output. For instance, the bathymetry map in a well-studied
large lake will become increasingly accurate and precise if users log data each time they are
on the water cumulatively covering greater areas.
If multiple users within your organization collect data within a defined time frame, data sets
can be combined for a full lake view of the bathymetry and aquatic habitat.
Depth data can be grouped among all trips or users in an organization to provide constantly
updated contours that improve over time. The kriging algorithm used in BioBase is an exact
interpolator where adjacent data vary smoothly. The algorithm includes zero depths at
shapefile boundaries and collected points to estimate depths where no data has been
gathered.
You can merge available trips from the Merge Trips dialog. The dialog can be accessed in the
toolbar. Merged trips will be listed in the EcoSound Merges tab in your dashboard.
Ú Note: The new merged trip will contain exact copies of all of the depth and vegetation
coordinate (point) data from the selected tripsbut will have unique aggregated,
interpolated grid data.
Ú Note: The merged trips will not have any sonar/echosounder image associated to it.
Example
The image shown below is an example of a Merge Trips dialog that shows a list of available
trips that can be merged. The available trips listed on the dialog may be your own trips or
shared trips from an organization that you are a member of.

Export data
The export data option found in the toolbar is used to accessed the Export tool.
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Warning: Any output generated using the Export tool may not be used
for navigational purposes.
Export CSV data
Use the Export CSV Data option in the Export data dialog to export coordinate points or
kriging grid data processed for depth, vegetation, and composition for further analysis in a
third-party statistical or GIS software.
Exported data is provided as point-feature data files saved in a standard delimited format and
in the WGS84 global coordinate standard. This allows you to have full control to project and
convert your data into any desirable geospatial format.
Point data exports the processed coordinate data available in the EcoSound summary report
and includes all created data along a GPS track. Inspecting the point data in GIS will give you
an advanced knowledge of data spacing, data cleansing, and data clustering.
Grid data represents the kriging grid cell node values that were produced from the point
data. These data can either be converted to a raster dataset in GIS for advanced spatial
analyses or map creation or be analyzed as is in GIS or a spreadsheet (e.g., each line in the
grid spreadsheet represents a grid cell of a known size – default is approximately 5 m).
EcoSound data are gridded in WGS84 coordinates, so grid cell sizes are not precise integers.
For example, grid cells that are reported as 5-m in automated report metadata may actually
be 5.2 m x 5.1 m grid cells. This might be important for generating precise custom water
volume estimates from exported grid data.
Ú Note: It is recommended to inspect your data in GIS to understand the precise data
spacing. The BioBase support team provides limited support on file formats and
operation of external GIS software.
Export map image
Use the Export Map Image option in the Export data dialog to export high resolution imagery
(*.png or *.jpg formats) from BioBase.
Export Google earth images
Use the Export Google earth images option in the Export tool dialog to export exact
replicates of your BioBase EcoSound maps as Google Earth satellite imagery.
The Google Earth feature converts the *.png images to Google Earth file formats:
• *.kml - smaller and reference the images on BioBase servers.
• *.kmz - larger and are exact copies of the images stored in the BioBase servers. This format
is best for users who wish to archive local copies of their BioBase maps.
Ú Note: Google Earth imagery exports are compatible only with the Google Earth Desktop
Application and not the Web Application.
The image shown below is an example of an exported Google Earth image from BioBase.
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GPS Chart generation
You can export the bathymetry, aquatic vegetation heat map, or bottom hardness map into
a file format (*.AT5) that is compatible with most of Lowrance and Simrad MFDs. This enables
you to return to surveyed areas of interest and precisely target follow-up surveys or
management actions (e.g., strategic taking of water or aquatic plant samples, placement of
fish habitat structures or aeration equipment, precision applications of aquatic herbicides,
etc.).
Use the GPS Chart generation option to export BioBase EcoSound maps as Lowrance or
Simard Charts.
Ú Note: This option will only export the data if there is an existing device registered to your
BioBase account. To register your device, refer to the Device Registration section
described in this manual.
The images below is an example of the vegetation biovolume heat map that is displayed in
the BioBase trip viewer (left) and the exported vegetation biovolume heat map that is
displayed in a Lowrance MFD.

Depth shapefiles
Use the Depth Shapefiles option in the Export tool dialog to download the shapefiles of
depth contours associated to your trip.
The downloaded shapefiles can be used as a supplementary survey data when a detailed
water volume analysis for aquatic habitat and fisheries management is required.

EcoSat surveys
Use the EcoSat Surveys option in the Toolbar to associate the selected trip to an existing
EcoSat survey events.
Ú Note: You can only associate surveys that analyses the same Waterbody.
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